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Abstract
Starting on 13 September 2018, an extremely
elongated cloud rising from the Arsia Mons volcano
was spotted during at least 80 sols by the VMC
camera onboard Mars Express [1]. A similar cloud
was found in the VMC archive in different Martian
Years (MY), around the southern solstice (Ls 270º), a
season known for a general lack of clouds in the
planet [2]. The cloud reached longitudes of more than
1500 km, altitudes of around 30 km, and growth
velocities faster than 100 m/s when expansion of its
tail could be observed. A high variability of the cloud
depending on the local time is observed. Interannual
variations are also discussed, including its relation
with the 2018 Global Dust Storm (GDS 2018).

and OMEGA onboard Mars Express, and IUVS
onboard MAVEN. We study the behavior of this
singular cloud depending on the local time, the
interannual variations in its apparition every Martian
year, and its possible value as a proxy for studying
interannual variations in the climate of Mars.

1. Introduction
The season before the Martian southern solstice is
known for the general lack of water ice clouds on the
planet, however, the Arsia Mons volcano seems to be
an exception to this, as orographic clouds appear
around it in this season [2]. The VMC camera
onboard Mars Express is an engineering camera
upgraded to science instrument [1] that mostly takes
low resolution full-disk images of Mars, providing
coverage of large areas of the planet at a wide range
of local times [3, 4]. This particular coverage enabled
VMC to reveal an impressive elongated cloud since
September 2018, which is before the southern
solstice, and following the decline of the GDS 2018
[5], appearing at the western slope of the Arsia Mons
volcano in the sunrise, and reaching more than 1500
km in length during the following hours. The cloud
appeared everyday during at least 80 sols in Martian
Year 34 (2018), and was observed by VMC, HRSC,

Figure 1: The Arsia Mons volcano in the Tharsis
region and its elongated cloud extending more than a
thousand kilometers westward from the volcano in
the first hours of the morning. Captured by
MEx/VMC on October 10, 2018.

2. The dataset
The MEx/VMC dataset includes around 30
observations related to the cloud in 2018, containing
around 1000 images. Some observations lasted
several minutes (up to 80 minutes), enabling cloud
tracking of the cloud dynamics. We examined the
VMC archive and found 30 additional VMC
observations related to similar clouds on Arsia Mons
in the same season in previous years.
MAVEN/IUVS took several images of the cloud at
different dates. IUVS images are obtained
simultaneously with 19 filters and are calibrated in
reflectivity. MEx/OMEGA and MEx/HRSC are high
resolution cameras that provide detailed images of
the event, thus their field of view is narrower and
they captured the event with less frequency. OMEGA
also provides multispectral images.

3. Behavior with local time
The most unusual characteristic of this phenomenon
is the elongated tail shape of the cloud. However,
images from different instruments at different local
times show that the shape of the cloud evolves
rapidly with time. The cloud grows every morning at
the western slope of the Arsia Mons volcano, at this
stage, the cloud grows vertically, reaching such
altitude (up to 30 km) that it can receive direct
sunlight illumination before the sunrise [6]. During
the first hours of the morning, the cloud grows in the
western direction, forming its characteristic
elongated tail. By applying the cloud-tracking
method, we have found winds faster than 100 m/s in
this tail. Later, as the insolation increases, the tail
dissolves, while in general the core orographic cloud
stands around the Arsia Mons volcano, as observed
by MRO/MARCI [7] in the midday.

4. Interannual variations
The elongated cloud has been observed by different
instruments around Southern solstice every Martian
year (MY), at least since MY 29. The most complete
coverage was performed in MY 34, when it existed at
least for 80 sols. Through this period the shape and
optical depth of the cloud seemed to evolve.
We study the phenomenon across several years, in
search for variations in its Ls range, or any other
measurable parameters. This phenomenon might hold
the added value of being useful as a proxy for

interannual variations in the atmosphere, similar to
an already studied cyclone also observed by VMC
and other instruments [3].
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